Introducing a dedicated color tool for the SHOP-LINE® Refinish user. Now the latest vehicle finishes are available with this chromatically sorted color chip system. With 2100 large chips - sprayed with PPG Refinish paint – this system provides the necessary color solution required for most cost-effective repairs.

The Value Color Deck is another option when finding the best color for the job. Chromatic color display opens endless possibilities of color choices independent of vehicle manufacturer. Updated yearly and sprayed with PPG Refinish paint adds the value required for this growing segment.

Current color support also includes:

**Color Information Books** continue to provide the most current color information available for domestic and import vehicle production. Published yearly, the color books offer the latest model year colors and their associated vehicle information.

**Paint It** is a fast, reliable approach to color identification and selection from the office or on the road. You are a click away from obtaining the best formula for your next repair. The color family search feature provides a unique approach when a specific exterior color is desired. Great for walk in business or overall color decisions.
For the Repair technician, now an affordable solution to visual color assessment. The large chip size of the Value Tool and continuous color display make it easy to plaque the chip to the vehicle.

**Option 1.** For help in identifying the right color utilize the Color Information Books or Paint It

**Option 2.** Online color, COLORMOBILE® or PAINTMANAGER® software applications will quickly identify the correct chromatic “chip” number

**Option 3.** Select the correct chromatic deck and compare all colors in that family to determine the best chip that represents the vehicle color
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A visual check should be performed to verify the color before mixing and vehicle repair.

Contact our PPG Platinum Distributor for additional assistance in color selection using the RAPIDMATCH™ X-5 device.